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Abstract
As byte-addressable, high-density, and non-volatile memory
(NVM) is around the corner to be equipped alongside the
DRAM memory, issues on enabling the important key-value
cache services, such as memcached, on the new storage
medium must be addressed. While NVM allows data in a
KV cache to survive power outage and system crash, in practice their integrity and accessibility depend on data consistency enforced during writes to NVM. Though techniques
for enforcing the consistency, such as journaling, COW, or
checkpointing, are available , they are often too expensive
by frequently using CPU cache flushes to ensure crash consistency, leading to (much) reduced performance and excessively compromised NVM’s lifetime.
In this paper we design and evaluate NVMcached, a
KV cache for non-volatile byte-addressable memory that
can significantly reduce use of flushes and minimize data
loss by leveraging consistency-friendly data structures and
batched space allocation and reclamation. Experiments show
that NVMcached can improve its system throughput by up
to 2.8× for write-intensive real-world workloads, compared
to a non-volatile memcached.

1.

Introduction

With recent announcement of 3D XPoint technology [13],
non-volatile memory (NVM) becomes the reality and will
change how major system components are designed and
built. The emerging byte-addressable, high-density NVMs
also include PCM [30], STT-RAM [23], and RRAM [28].
They enable alternatives to DRAM as main memory of
much higher energy-efficiency and larger capacity. When
computer servers configured with NVM become commonly
available, porting popular key-value (KV) caches, whose designs assume DRAM memory, onto NVM-equipped servers
would allow their data to survive power outage and system
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crash. This transition brings significant benefit to the critical service in today’s data centers. KV caches leverage large
memory in a cluster of servers to temporarily store data and
provide quick access to them in the form of key-value item.
The data can be expensive to re-generate (e.g., after a long
execution of a query in a backend database system) with a
miss in the cache [19]. The cache is accessed via a simple interface, such as GET for reading data, SET for writing data,1
and DELETE for removing data. KV caches have been playing a critical role in maintaining high service quality and
improving user experience in many large-scale websites,
such as Facebook and Amazon [1, 2]. By enabling data persistency, an NVM-based KV cache can retain its cached data
and continue supplying them after a system restart without
dramatically degrading service quality [35].
However, to ensure KV items cached on NVM are still
usable after a system crash, writing of the KV items must
be crash consistent [22]. That is, the cache must maintain
data integrity in the presence of a system crash that potentially leads to incomplete writes and compromised data consistency. There have been many studies on providing crash
consistency. Proposed solutions can be categorized into logging [4, 27], copy-on-write (COW) [5, 26], and checkpointing [9, 24]. However, existing solutions are too expensive
for high-performance KV caches. They can incur substantial
overhead on writes, which not only compromises NVM’s
limited write endurance but also degrades the KV cache’s
throughput.
Recent research on KV cache has pushed its peak throughput to many millions and theoretically 1 billion requests
per second by using efficient data structures to reduce processor cache misses and enable efficient concurrency control [8, 20, 33]. The aforementioned solutions, such as logging and COW, mostly rely on CPU cache flush2 to promptly
persist data and enforce write order. However, it has been reported that frequently flushing cache lines can slow memory
writes by more than 4× [21].
In this paper, we leverage a unique property of KV cache
to remove all flushes except those associated with DELETE
1

The SET command can perform either INSERT or UPDATE depending
on presence of its corresponding key.
2 Unless otherwise stated, ‘flush’ or ‘cache flush’ in the paper refer to ‘CPU
cache flush’.

and UPDATE requests. Unlike KV stores, it is acceptable for
a KV cache to lose some of its cached KV items, as anyway
KV items can be replaced out of the cache without notifying
the users. Note that KV cache is a look-aside cache, and any
lost KV items can be re-computed and re-inserted into the
cache by users. Take memcached as an example, it is described as a cache for which “clients must treat memcached
as a transitory cache; they cannot assume that data stored
in memcached is still there when they need it.” [29]. For correctness we only need to make sure that no wrong values are
returned for subsequent GET requests. To this end, we do not
use any flushes for INSERT requests to immediately persist
metadata and data or to enforce their write order. Instead, we
store checksum of data along with its corresponding metadata so that the data integrity can be verified when necessary. In this way users will receive only correct data. On
the other hand, for DELETE or UPDATE operations, cache
flushes have to be used to remove or invalidate the corresponding KV items persistently. In this way, these items will
never re-surface even after an unexpected server crash and
restart.
In summary, we make three contributions in the paper:
• We identify opportunities and challenges of building an

efficient byte-addressable-NVM-based key-value cache.
• We design NVMcached, an NVM-based KV cache that

uses checksums to weed out corrupted data so that most
cache flushes can be avoided. It also adopts a batched
approach to improve efficiency of item replacement and
space reclamation.
• We prototype NVMcached and extensively evaluate it

with Facebook’s memcached traces and Zipfian workloads generated by YCSB. NVMcached can improve the
system throughput by up to 2.8× for real-world workloads and up to 4.5× for synthetic Zipfian workloads.

2.

Design Challenges

While tolerance of data loss in a cache provides opportunity
of mostly removing needs of immediately persisting data,
a KV cache has another unique property that poses bigger
design challenges. Once a KV cache is full, it runs its replacement algorithm to constantly identify and evict victim
items to reclaim space. To minimize use of flushes, we aim
not to immediately persist changes reflecting the space reclamation. However, there are three issues to address to achieve
this goal.
First, a KV cache often chains its items in linked lists of
a hash table. If an item in a list is being evicted, one may
need to use a flush to maintain the list integrity. All of the
items following the deleted one on the list can be lost after a crash if immediate flushes are not applied. Though a
cache tolerates data loss, the loss should be minimized. Second, when an item’s space is reclaimed and becomes available, the metadata recording free spaces for allocation, such

as a free space list or bitmaps, needs to be updated. If the
update is not promptly persisted with a cache flush, losing
the information due to a system crash can compromise the
entire allocation metadata after a restart. Such a possibility
demands a complete walk over all cached items to recover
the correct memory usage, making the KV caching service
unavailable for an extended period of time. Third, when the
cache decides to replace a KV item, it updates certain metadata, such as pointer or status bit, to reflect this replacement.
If flush is performed for each replacement, the number of
flushes can be as large as number of items inserted into the
cache (after the cache is full). However, if these updates are
not immediately persisted, there is a possibility that correctness of the system is violated. Let’s consider this scenario:
when the status about a replaced KV item is still cached in
the processor cache, a deletion request about this item is processed according to in-cache information indicating that the
item is no longer present in the KV cache. Consequently it is
deemed that further actions for the deletion request, such as
persistently invalidating the in-memory key, is not necessary
for the request to be acknowledged. If the system crashes
at this moment, the item that supposedly has been deleted
is still in the non-volatile memory and will re-surface after
a restart. A user deletes an item from the cache usually because it becomes invalid and should not be used. Making
the deleted item available again without user’s consent is an
unacceptable mistake.

3.

Design of NVMcached

The primary performance goal of the design is to eliminate
all flushes except ones necessitated by DELETE/UPDATE
requests. The secondary goal is to maximize number of KV
items surviving a system crash.
To achieve the goals, there are three design principles to
follow. First, NVMcached should not use (long) linked lists,
because without using immediate flushes a system crash may
break multiple lists and make many KV items on the lists
unreachable (lost). Second, space must be reclaimed in a
temporally and spatially batched fashion. That is, multiple
physically contiguous KV items should be replaced in batch
so that cost of necessary flushes for recording the replacement can be amortized. Third, memory allocation must also
be in a batched fashion for a quick recovery of memory allocation metadata even without immediately using flushes for
their persistency.
3.1

Storing Data Checksums to Avoid Ordered Writes

One potential use of long lists in a KV cache is to chain KV
items on collision at a hash table entry. One example is in
memcached, where each KV item contains a pointer to the
next one on a list. To avoid use of lists, we separate storage
and indexing of items into two data structures. As shown
in Figure 1, a list of chained KV items from a hash table
entry are replaced with an array of KV-item descriptors.

KV item descriptor:
Hash Table

Zone-ID (2B) Zone-Version (2B)
Offset (4B)
Hash-tag (2B)
Data Size (2B)
Checksum (4B)

0
1
2
3

Zone 0

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone N

Figure 1: On-NVM data structure of NVMcached.
Each descriptor includes a pointer3 to actual storage of the
corresponding KV item. The array is pre-allocated with a
limited number of slots (eight by default). A slot can be
empty when the array has not yet been filled or the KV item
associated with it has been deleted. In rare cases where a
new slot is demanded when all slots in an array are filled,
a second array is allocated and linked to the first one. As
slots have been pre-allocated according to the KV cache’s
capacity, the expansion is rare and its overhead is minimal.
To ensure crash consistency, most designs require a persistency order between data and its corresponding metadata
be enforced. Specifically, each KV item has to be persisted
on the NVM before updating its corresponding pointer to
prevent wrong data from being reached. While an intuitive
method of enforcing the desired write order is to use flush, it
can be too expensive. Instead, we compute 32 bit-checksum
of each KV item’s content using the CRC32 hash function.
Our experiment shows that calculating the checksum of a
piece of data can be about 5× to 20× faster than performing cache flushes on the data. We store the checksum and
the item’s size as part of a descriptor along with the pointer
(see Figure 1). When accessing KV items, those with mismatched checksums are detected so that corrupted items will
not be returned. Note that it is not necessary to compute
checksum and perform the comparison upon every KV-item
read. This is necessary only after a crash and restart. Accordingly, the use of checksums is of very low cost.
3.2

Integrating KV item replacement and space
reclamation in a Log of Zones

In a memory cache management system, data replacement
and space reclamation are two fundamental operations and
must be efficiently supported. The former is to identify and
evict cold data, and the latter is to locate and remove garbage
data, including deleted ones as well as overwritten ones if
log-style writes are assumed. Both operations pose challenges to the design of NVMCached.
3.2.1

Support of KV Item Replacement

A replacement algorithm for a KV cache usually maintains a
long linked list to record KV-items’ access history for identifying items of weak locality for eviction. One example is
3 Because

KV items are allocated in segments of memory named zone, the
pointer of an item is actually composed of its zone id and offset in the zone.

the LRU list of the LRU algorithm adopted by memcached.
Without using flushes, the list(s) can be broken and become
unusable after a crash. To make matters even worse, the
list(s) need to be updated even with GET requests. While
using the CLOCK replacement algorithm can eliminate the
list(s) [8], one still needs to frequently update the CLOCK
data structure for each GET request. To address the issue,
we move the LRU list to the DRAM to remove necessity
of maintaining its crash consistency, as we assume a hybrid memory where a fraction of its space is composed of
DRAM. However, by doing so all access history would be
lost after a crash, and cache efficacy can be compromised accordingly. To address this issue, NVMcached lays out KVitems in the NVM to roughly reflect their access locality,
which provides clues for the replacement algorithm after a
crash. Section 3.3 provides detailed description.
3.2.2

Support of Space Allocation and Reclamation

A KV cache requires a memory allocation mechanism for
space allocation and de-allocation. One readily available
choice is off-the-shelf memory allocators such as the Glibc’s
malloc() and its alternatives [7, 10, 17]. However, their
implementations usually involve long lists for free and allocated spaces, and demand extensive use of cache flushes and
even hardware supports in NVM [21], which is inconsistent
with NVMcached’s design principle.
It has been shown that a log-structured approach for
memory management can achieve a high memory utilization [25]. This approach manages memory space much like
a log-structured file system, where space is allocated in the
log order and free space is reclaimed during garbage collection. NVMcached adopts the approach. However, there are
two issues to address to enable efficient persistent memory
allocation. First, garbage collection is a major source of inefficiency in a log-structured system, as it needs to migrate live
data while collecting garbage data. When invalidated data is
of only a small fraction, the migration can be very inefficient.
Second, in a log-structured allocation free spaces released by
evicting unpopular KV items can be scattered across the log.
They cannot be immediately reused until the garbage collection process reaches them, making re-collection of the
spaces very inefficient. To address the issues, we integrate
garbage collection and replacement operations in a zone,
and exploit strong access locality exhibited in KV cache
workloads.
3.3

Batched KV Item Replacement and Space
Reclamation in Zones

In NVMcached, we organize the log for space allocation
and reclamation in zones of fixed size. In a zone to be
cleaned, there are two types of KV items for garbage collection. One includes those that have been deleted or invalidated
by DELETE or UPDATE requests. The other includes those
that have been evicted by the replacement algorithm. The replacement of KV items in a zone is performed when the zone
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(zone 0)
A C
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NVM

Before Cleaning:
Zone 0 ver. 1
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Zone 0 ver. 2
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Figure 2: Data structures for zone cleaning. Each zone maintains a
list tracking hot items. In the shown scenario where Zone 0 is being
cleaned, hot items A and C are identified by walking through the
per-zone list for Zone 0. On the NVM, A and C are moved to the
front of Zone 0 demarcated by a hot line.

is being cleaned to increase efficiency of space reclamation
and reduce garbage collection cost. In addition, this enables
batched replacement of KV items, which amortizes the cost
of a cache flush demanded by each replacement operation.
Each zone has a unique identifier (Zone-ID) and a version number (Zone-Version), as shown in Figure 1. Each
KV-item descriptor contains a Zone-ID, a corresponding version number of the zone, the item’s offset in the zone, and
the item size. The purpose of associating a version to each
zone is to quickly remove all items in a zone from being
accessed. To access an item in a zone, in addition to the
checksum verification, the zone version number in its descriptor must match its counterpart recorded in the zone. A
mismatched zone version suggests that the descriptor is invalid. Once a zone’s version number is changed, all the KV
items in it become inaccessible. Therefore, we only need
to immediately persist the updated version number of the
zone with one cache flush to keep all items in the zone from
being accessed. This design significantly reduces cost of
flushes usually required for each KV item’s replacement. After incrementing a zone’s version number, items in the zone
that have been deleted/invalidated or should be replaced are
abandoned. Other live items (of strong locality) in the zone
are revitalized by incrementing the version number in their
descriptor.
To determine the locality strength of an item, we maintain
a global LRU list in the DRAM to record access history for
the GET requests. To provide more replacement candidates
to reduce live migrations in the zone cleaning, the list is
actually a most-recently-used (MRU) list, which tracks only
hot items to prevent them from being discarded.
Figure 2 illustrates essential data structures related to the
zone cleaning operation. When a zone is to be cleaned,
only the items recorded in the MRU list are immune to
replacement. All other live items in a zone will be discarded
along with deleted and invalidated items in the zone. To
reduce NVM writes, we maintain the list in the DRAM.

However, after a crash access history recorded in the list
will be lost. To address the issue, we lay out items in a
zone in such a way that access history can be approximately
reflected even without the MRU list. To this end, during
a cleaning process we move hot items to the beginning of
the zone, and revitalize them by populating their descriptors
with the zone’s new version number. The offset at the end
of the area for hot items is named hot line. With a hot line
recorded in each zone, NVMcached knows which items
should not be replaced right after a recovery from a crash,
and the space after the hot line can be reclaimed and ready
for new allocations.
A major concern on the log-structured space allocation
is about its potentially high cleaning cost, or specifically
the cost of moving live data out of the area being cleaned.
NVMcached has effectively addressed the issue by taking
advantage of a property of KV cache workloads, which is
that access of KV items is highly skewed. That is, a small
percentage of items receives most of the accesses. This is
reported in the study of memcached’s workload [2] and
widely assumed in studies of KV caches [8, 20, 31, 32].
This property supports NVMcached’s choice of using MRU
items, instead of pure LRU items, for replacement. More
importantly, it implies that set of the hot items before the
hot line, or named hot set, is highly likely to be stable. When
NVMcached starts to clean a zone, it first identifies current
hot set comprising this zone’s items in the MRU list, and
then it is compared with the last hot set comprising items
before the hot line. If most of the items in the last hot set
(80% by default) still remain in the new hot set, then items
in the last hot set will not be relocated and the rest of the new
hot items will be relocated right after the old hot line. In this
way, most data movement for zone cleaning can be avoided.
3.4

Caching at DRAM

In the design of NVMcached, we assume a hybrid memory
with a fraction of it being DRAM. Write latency and energy consumption of NVM can be much worse than those
of DRAM [16, 18, 30]. Accordingly, NVMcached uses
DRAM as a write cache to keep short-lived items from entering the NVM, including ones that can quickly be deleted
or updated. A key to effective use of the cache is to identify
frequently updated keys, which are placed in the cache to reduce writes to NVM. To this end, we maintain another MRU
list to track locality of recently written items. We use a small
MRU list of 1024 entries. Instead of caching every write, we
only cache an item if it shows a high hit count (at least three)
in the MRU list. In this way, only the hot items are kept in
the write cache and data movement between write cache and
NVM can be reduced.

4.

Evaluation

We evaluate efficacy of NVMcached by answering three
questions. How does a persistent KV cache retain its hit ratio

(a) APP

(b) USR

(c) ETC

(d) SYS

Figure 3: Miss ratios before and after a system’s crash and restart.
after a crash-restart? Is it affordable to apply conventional
approaches, such as using flushes, to provide crash consistency? Does NVMcached retain high performance while
keeping most of its data persistent after a crash?
The experiments run on a server with two Xeon E5-2680
v3 processors of 30 MB L3 cache, and 256 GB (16×16 GB)
DDR4 DRAM. The operating system runs 64-bit Linux
4.4.1. The hyper-threading feature is turned off from BIOS.
We currently do not have large-capacity NVM devices. Instead, DRAM is used to emulate NVM. Because NVM has
(much) higher write cost than DRAM, the performance advantage of NVMcached, which mainly attributes to its reduction of flushes and writes, is actually under-reported with
this emulation. We use CLFLUSH and MFENCE instructions
to flush cache data to the NVM and maintain a correct write
order.
In the evaluation, we replay the traces collected at Facebook’s production memcached system [2] and Zipfian
workloads generated from Yahoo’s YCSB benchmark suite [6].
We compare NVMcached with three memcached-based
KV caches. MC-DRAM is the stock memcached running
on DRAM. MC-NVM is the memcached running on an assumed NVM. After every SET/DELETE operation, new KV
item and its metadata are promptly persisted with carefully
ordered cache flushes. However, the LRU operations are not
persisted, and the LRU list will be discarded after a crash.
MC-NVLRU is similar to MC-NVM except that crash consistency is also maintained for the LRU list.
4.1

Results on Miss Ratio

To examine impact of a crash-restart on cache miss ratio, we
replay four of Facebook’s memcached traces (APP, USR,
ETC, and SYS). One of them (VAR) is not selected as it
is write-dominant with only a few distinct keys touched.
Each experiment has two phases. In the first phase, the cache
is warmed up by replaying the trace until it produces a
stable hit ratio. In the second phase, we emulate a crash and
observe the variation of the miss ratio until it becomes stable.

In this experiment we compare two systems (MC-DRAM
and NVMcached). While all data will be lost in volatile
memcached, NVMcached can retain most of its data after
a crash on an assumed NVM. As the NVM is emulated, the
crash of NVMcached has to be simulated by destroying data
that are likely still in the processor at the time of the crash. To
be conservative, we remove a total amount of 60 MB of the
most recently inserted KV items, which is two times larger
than the last-level cache of the processor (30 MB). We set the
capacity of the KV caches to 64 GB, the same configuration
of the servers where the traces were collected.
Figure 3 shows the miss-ratios before and after a crash
for MC-DRAM and NVMcached. For three of the workloads,
APP, USR, and ETC, MC-DRAM shows a significant increase
of miss ratio after the crash. However we do not observe
100% miss ratio, because during the time period when the
hits/misses are being collected, popular items have been
cached and contribute to the hit count for subsequent GET
requests. After a restart, the miss ratio slowly reduces but
it does not receive a complete recovery even after billions
of requests have been served. In contrast, NVMcached does
not show any disruption on miss ratio with the crash. The
reason for its strong resilience is that the lost data is just of
a tiny fraction of the total amount of data – only about 0.1%
data in the cache is lost.
For the SYS workload, the miss ratio shows a small spike
and is recovered quickly. This workload has a very small
working set and over 50% of its requests are SETs, which
makes it easier to recover from a crash. Again NVMcached
keeps a consistently low miss ratio without showing any
visible disruption.
4.2

Results on Throughput with Synthetic Workloads

In this section we compare impact of operations for crash
consistency on system throughput between NVMcached,
MC-DRAM, MC-NVM, and MC-NVLRU.
We use Zipfian workloads with mixed GET/SET requests
of different compositions. Figure 4 shows the results with
three different value sizes. MC-DRAM’s throughput is the
highest among all the systems as it is by nature designed
for DRAM with no cost for crash consistency. MC-NVM performs well for GET-dominant workloads but the throughput
deteriorates quickly as the percentage of SET requests increases. With additional cost of persisting LRU and ensuring its consistency, MC-NVLRU performs even worse and its
throughput for GET-only workloads is also reduced. However, with larger value size, the cost of persisting the KV
data dominates the execution time and the cost of persisting
LRU history becomes less significant.
NVMcached maintains a mostly high throughput. However, the design of NVMcached also adds extra overheads.
For example, the write cache adds extra lookup cost for both
GET and SET requests. This is why with SET-dominant
workloads NVMcached can have a lower throughout than
MC-NVM. While removing the write cache can improve per-

(a) Value Size = 100 B

(b) Value Size = 1000 B

(c) Value Size = 10000 B

Figure 4: Throughput of four KV caches. A single thread is used for each test. The key size of each item is 10 bytes.

Figure 5: Throughput with real-world workloads.

GET
SET
DEL

APP
84.05%
4.64%
11.31%

ETC
74.14%
2.03%
23.84%

SYS
46.88%
53.09%
0.03%

USR
99.72%
0.17%
0.11%

VAR
1.78%
98.22%
0.00%

Table 1: Statistics of request type for five real-world traces.
formance of GETs, frequent SET operations can add even
more cost to NVM devices. As DRAM is used here to emulate the slower NVM, the write cache should be more costeffective in a real hybrid DRAM+NVM system.
4.3

Results on Throughput of Real-world Workloads

To know how NVMcached helps with real-world KV
cache systems, we replay the five Facebook KV traces on
NVMcached and MC-NVM. Figure 5 shows the experiment
results. While three of them–APP, ETC and USR–show almost identical throughput for NVMcached and MC-DRAM,
on the other two traces they show more than 2× difference.
Table 1, which lists proportion of each type of requests in
the traces, helps to explain the throughput difference. Two
of the traces, SYS and VAR, contain a significant percentage of SET requests. This suggests that NVMcached has
effectively removed the flushes for SETs, improving the
overall throughput by 2× for SYS and by 2.85× for VAR.
However, for the other three GET-dominant workloads, each
with a large portion of DELETE requests, NVMcached and
MC-NVM show similar throughput, as in both systems cache
flushes are unavoidable in processing DELETEs.

5.

Related Work

In this section we discuss previous studies on using NVM
and its integration in KV systems.
Persistent Memory Allocator. Mnemosyne, NV-heaps,
and the NVM Library provide general-purpose program-

ming interfaces for accessing NVM [4, 12, 27]. They need
to employ expensive undo/redo logging to maintain consistency for persistent transactional updates. NVMalloc tries
to optimize the persistent memory allocation by minimizing
metadata writes [21]. However, expensive flushes are still
required to persist each allocation and it shows a roughly
75% performance degradation compared to non-persistent
malloc. In addition to the cost of allocation, user data
still requires extra cost for correct ordering and persistency. Instead of using expensive allocation interface to provide consistency, NVMcached mostly removes necessity
of promptly persisting data/metadata by using KV item descriptor to verify integrity of KV items after a crash-restart.
Persistent Data Structures. Write-atomic B+ -Tree enables single-write metadata update, which uses a single flush
instead of using expensive logging/journaling for each update in the tree [3]. CDDS is a similar design that employs
versioning to enable atomic metadata update in B+ -tree [26].
NV-Tree allows the keys in each B+ -Tree node to stay unsorted to enable atomic metadata update [34]. Among these
works, the atomic operations (using only one cache flush)
only maintain integrity of the B+ -tree itself, the actual data–
the KV items–are not protected by the B+ -tree. As a result,
the system has to pay additional cost for maintaining consistency and persistency. NV-Logging [11] and NVWAL [15]
propose to use NVM as a temporary logging device for
fast transaction processing in OLTP systems. In this scenario data will be finally committed to the database which
is hosted on a slower storage such as SSD. NVMcached is a
complete design of KV cache system that eliminates flushes
except for the unavoidable ones for deletions and invalidations.
Hardware Supports for NVM. The commodity x86 CPUs
provide essential but limited support for NVM. CLFLUSH
instruction forces writing a cache line to memory and invalidates that cache line [14]. In addition, memory fences (such
as MFENCE instruction) should be used to enforce order between writes. The use of CLFLUSH has significant impact
on workloads with strong locality because cache-line writebacks always lead to their invalidation. A recently proposed
instruction (CLWB) enables write-back of a cache line without invalidation [14]. However, even with weak locality, explicit cache write-back still introduces significant overhead.

NVMcached leverages the unique property of KV cache to
remove need of flushes except for deletion and invalidation.

6.

Conclusion

We introduce NVMcached, a KV cache for non-volatile
memory that can significantly reduce expensive cache flushes.
This is achieved by a systematical design that uses checksums to enable efficient data integrity checking and memory
zones for bulk data removal while preserving access locality
history after a crash. NVMcached improves system performance by up to 2.85× for real-world workloads, while
preventing miss-ratio spikes after a system crash and restart.
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